REVOLTED AMERICA
while he could pity the mob—c poor creatures, they did not mean
mischief!' he is reported to have said—he had a duty to per-
form ; and no matter how distasteful it was to him personally
he never shrunk from doing what he conceived to be his duty.
The troops were ordered to fire whenever by peaceful means
they failed to disperse the mob. There was considerable loss of
life, but eventually order was restored.
If the King, of his own notion, had not ordered forth the soldiery,
the dries of London and Westminster might have been in ashes.
That tribute was paid to George by Thomas Newton, Bishop of
Bristol and Dean of St Paul's, who had been an eye-witness of
the disorders.1
Unable to escape into retirement [it has even been suggested
that the repeated threats of resignation were never seriously
meant: and there is at least some justification for such a point
of view] North believed that he might succeed in persuading
some of the Opposition to join forces with him, Shelburne,
for example, was a possibility: he was the leader of the section
of the Whigs which held the view that the war must be con-
tinued. Even Fox might be induced to serve: he was a good
deal of an opportunist, and might be attracted by the prospect
of ministerial office. There was in 1780, therefore, considerable
activity behind the political scenes—the coming and going of
intermediaries, and personal interviews. George was frankly
sceptical about the wisdom of these moves; but he never
obstinately opposed them, although he made North clearly
understand that he would sanction no ministerial changes until
he was satisfied that the newcomers to the Cabinet were ready
to act resolutely. The negotiations proved to be abortive: the
Opposition demanded places at the Council table which North
could not grant without disrupting the entire Ministry; and he
was left to carry on as best he could.
North could never complain that he was not wholeheartedly
supported and encouraged by the King. To the end George
refused to accept defeat. Indeed, though North himself could
not be made to realize it, even as late as the middle of 1781 the
situation was not from a military point of view unfavourable;
1 Lord George Gordon was put on his trial for treason, but acquitted. He died
in 1793—a Je^"j having even suffered on embracing Judaism the physical pain of
circumcision.
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